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Abstract
Although pictorial illusions have been used to study perception for a long time, the effects of such displays on the visual control
of actions has recently been the matter of some debate. Evidence from a re-analysis of an earlier study is presented that suggests
pictorial displays can exert opposite effects on perceptual size judgements and grip scaling, perhaps because the two-dimensional
elements surrounding the target for a grasp are treated as potential obstacles. This interpretation was supported by the results of
an experiment in which the relative position and distance of two-dimensional elements flanking a target had differential effects on
perceptual judgements of size and the scaling of grip aperture. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
No course on visual perception would be complete
without a session devoted to visual illusions. Students
never fail to be impressed with the fact that their eyes
can deceive them so thoroughly — and even when the
trick is explained they continue (as we all do) to
perceive apparent differences in size, orientation, move-
ment and distance that they know are not there. As
Richard Gregory (1998) has pointed out, illusions
provide a useful tool for investigating how the visual
system constructs our percepts of the world.
One important class of illusions depends on pictorial
cues — the kinds of cues that are commonly exploited
by painters to create a realistic three-dimensional world
on a two-dimensional canvas. Systematic manipulation
of these cues can create powerful illusions by taking
advantage of the way in which the perceptual machin-
ery in our brains carries out an obligatory analysis of
the visual scene with which we are confronted. In any
scene, natural or contrived, we cannot avoid perceiving
some objects as larger or further away than others. But
does this mean that all of our visual controlled be-
haviour must fall victim to these kinds of pictorial
illusions? In fact, there is a body of work that suggests
that a whole class of visually driven behaviour is largely
unaffected by illusions that at the same time are percep-
tually compelling.
1.1. Different effects of size-contrast illusions on
perception and action
1.1.1. The Ebbinghaus illusion
A favourite example of a size-contrast illusion is the
so-called Ebbinghaus (or Titchener circles) illusion
shown in Fig. 1. When subjects look at this well-known
illusion, they typically report that the target circle sur-
rounded by the annulus of smaller circles appears to be
larger than the target circle surrounded by the annulus
of larger circles. It is possible to arrange the display so
that subjects see the two target circles as being the same
size. This can be easily accomplished by simply increas-
ing the size of the target circle surrounded by the
annulus of larger circles.
A number of explanations have been put forward to
account for this illusion. It has been argued that the
illusion might arise in part from a straightforward
relative size judgement, in which the sizes of objects of
a similar kind are compared (Coren & Enns, 1993).
This kind of size-contrast explanation does not require
a comparison between the two target circles, and can
account for the fact that presenting only half of the
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Ebbinghaus illusion produces some effect, albeit some-
what less than what is observed when both annuli and
target circles are present. But there is more to the
illusion than this. The fact that one target circle looks
bigger than the other suggests that other computations
are contributing to the illusion. The apparent dis-
crepancy in size between the two targets in the typical
Ebbinghaus display could be the result of some sort of
image-distance equation in which the array of smaller
circles is assumed to be more distant than the array of
larger circles (Coren, 1971). As a consequence, the
target circle within the array of smaller circles will also
be perceived as more distant (and therefore larger) than
the target circle of equivalent retinal image size within
the array of larger circles. To put it another way, the
fact that one target circle looks bigger than the other
could be a consequence of the perceptual system’s
attempt to maintain size constancy across the entire
visual array.
1.1.2. Different frames of reference for perception and
action
Mechanisms such as these, in which the relations
between objects in the visual array play a crucial role in
scene interpretation, are clearly central to the operation
of perception — a system whose main function appears
to be that of rendering what appears to be a detailed
and ‘faithful’ representation of the world. This repre-
sentation, which may depend on memory as well as
direct visual input, allows us to think about the world,
communicate with others, and plan various courses of
action. To accomplish this feat, the visual mechanisms
mediating perception do not appear to compute the real
metrics of the world. Indeed, if perceptual representa-
tions were to attempt to deliver the real metrics of all
objects in the visual array, the computational load
would be astronomical. The solution that perception
appears to have adopted is to use world-based coordi-
nates — in which real metrics need not be computed.
Only the relative position, orientation, size, and motion
of objects is of concern to perception. Such relative
frames of reference are sometimes called allocentric.
The use of relative or allocentric frames of reference
means that we can, for example, watch the same scene
unfold on television or on a movie screen without being
confused by the enormous absolute change in the coor-
dinate frame.
As soon as we direct a motor act towards an object,
an entirely different set of constraints applies. No
longer can we rely on the perception system’s allocen-
tric representations. To be accurate, the actions must be
finely tuned to the metrics of the real world. Moreover,
different actions will engage different effectors. As a
consequence, the computations for the visual control of
actions must not only take into account the real metrics
of the world, they must be specific to the particular
motor output required. Directing a saccadic eye move-
ment will demand different transformations of visual
input to motor output from those required to direct a
manual grasping movement. Grasping movements, for
example, require that the goal object be coded in ‘arm-
centred’ coordinates (Soechting & Flanders, 1992;
Graziano & Gross, 1994) and presumably in hand and
finger centred coordinates as well (for review see Colby,
1998). While it is theoretically possible that a highly
sophisticated ‘general-purpose’ representation could ac-
commodate these different transformations as well as
our perception of the world, such a possibility seems
unlikely. Instead, as we shall see, the programming and
control of actions appear to depend on visual mecha-
nisms that are quite separate from those mediating our
perception of the world — and as Goodale and Milner
(1992) and Milner and Goodale (1995) have argued, the
neural mechanisms mediating this visuomotor control
are separate from those mediating phenomenological
perception. Indeed, Goodale and Milner have proposed
that the distinction between vision for perception and
vision for action can be mapped onto the two promi-
nent pathways or ‘streams’ of visual projections that
have been identified in the primate cerebral cortex: a
ventral stream, which arises from primary visual cortex
and projects to the inferotemporal cortex, and mediates
perception, and a dorsal stream which also arises from
primary visual cortex but projects instead to the poste-
rior parietal cortex, and mediates visually guided move-
ments. Although the mapping of perception and action
onto the ventral and dorsal streams, respectively, is
based largely on studies of neurological patients and
monkey electrophysiology, a behavioural dissociation
between the output of the two streams can also be
demonstrated in normal human observers by presenting
pictorial illusions that change the perceived size of
target objects.
Fig. 1. The Ebbinghaus (or Titchener circles) illusion. In the experi-
ments comparing perception and grasp, the central targets were
three-dimensional plastic disks while the surrounding elements were
two-dimensional.
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Fig. 2. The two control displays used to examine the effects of
surrounding elements on the control of visually guided prehension.
(a) The equal-annuli display in which the perceptual effect of the
surrounding elements on the two target disks was equivalent; (b) the
control display in which the target disks were presented without
surrounding elements.
opened their index finger and thumb to match the
perceived diameter of one of the disks — their grip
aperture was correlated with the real size of the disk
when they reached out to pick it up.
1.1.4. An effect of size-contrast illusions on grasping?
Although in the Aglioti et al. (1995) and Haffenden
and Goodale (1998) studies there was a clear dissocia-
tion between the effects of the illusion on perceptual
judgments and the scaling of the grasp, there appeared
to be a small effect of the illusion on grasping, particu-
larly in the condition where the two target circles were
the same physical size. In the Aglioti et al. study, the
effect reached significance but was significantly smaller
than the perceptual effect. In the Haffenden and
Goodale study, the effect on grasp was not significant.
As small as the effect was, it needed to be explained. At
the time, we suggested that it reflected the fact that the
control of ‘‘skilled movements is clearly not isolated
from perceptual information’’ (Aglioti et al., p. 682). It
is self-evident, after all, that the perceived function of
an object will influence the nature of the grasp that we
adopt when we pick up that object. Thus, perhaps
perception did influence grip scaling to some degree in
these experiments. Although this explanation appeared
to be quite parsimonious, there was evidence in the
Haffenden and Goodale study that could provide an
alternative account.
In the Haffenden and Goodale (1998) study, we
included a control condition designed to test whether or
not the simple presence of flanking stimuli (i.e. the
surrounding annulus) would affect the scaling of the
grasp independent of any illusory effect. Thus, we
created two displays: one in which the two targets were
presented on their own, and another in which the two
targets were surrounded by identical annuli made up of
circles that were slightly smaller than the target disks
(see Fig. 2). Because the two annuli were identical, any
perceptual influence of the annuli would have to be the
same on both disks. In fact, a size contrast effect was
produced on the perceptual judgements such that the
disks surrounded by annuli appeared to be larger than
the same disks presented on their own. Quite the oppo-
site effect, however, occurred in grasping. When sub-
jects reached out to pick up one of the target disks on
trials in which the two disks were surrounded by con-
trol annuli, their grip aperture was not as large as it was
on trials when the disks were presented without sur-
rounding annuli. As reported in the original paper,
both these effects were significant for one of the two
different disk sizes that we used. We recently carried
out a re-analysis of these data in order to make a direct
comparison of the overall effect of the two back-
grounds on perception and grasp. To do this we calcu-
lated difference scores in which the average response to
the targets presented without annuli was subtracted
1.1.3. Experimental e6idence for a dissociation with
illusory displays
For the reasons outlined above, we might expect that
a change in object size that is perceptually compelling
but illusory would not necessarily affect the scaling of a
grasping movement directed at that object. Instead, we
would expect that the visuomotor transformations that
mediate the grasp would use metrical computations
that are centred on the target itself and take into
account possible obstacles that could interfere with the
execution of the action. The production of successful
and reliable actions demands computations that are
refractory to the kinds of pictorial cues that drive our
perception of familiar illusions. After all, if they were
sensitive to such illusions, an accidental conjunction of
object features that created an illusion in a natural
scene could lead to disastrous consequences if the pro-
gramming of an action was sensitive to that illusion.
One might expect, therefore, that grip scaling would
be insensitive to size-contrast illusions. Such a result
was recently found in two experiments that used a
three-dimensional version of the Ebbinghaus illusion in
which two thin ‘poker-chip’ disks were arranged as
pairs on a standard annular circle display (Aglioti,
DeSouza, & Goodale, 1995; Haffenden & Goodale,
1998). Trials in which the two disks appeared perceptu-
ally identical but were physically different in size were
randomly alternated with trials in which the disks ap-
peared perceptually different but were physically identi-
cal. Even though subjects showed robust perceptual
illusions — even in a matching task in which they
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from the average response to the targets surrounded by
the control annuli. For grip scaling, the difference score
was negative, and for manual estimations the difference
score was positive (see Fig. 3). Both these scores dif-
fered significantly from zero and from each other.
Why did the presence of the annuli have opposite
effects on grasp and perceptual judgements? It is easy
to see why there was an effect on perception. There was
a clear size-contrast effect; the large and the small
target disks were both noticeably smaller than the
circles that made up the surrounding annuli. The effect
of the surrounding annuli on grip aperture, however,
cannot be explained as a perceptual influence on grip
scaling since the presence of the annuli made the grip
smaller rather than larger. Instead, to explain the effect
of the surrounding annuli on grasp it is important to
consider the ecological consequences of having a target
surrounded by potential obstacles. This situation is
similar to that faced when reaching into a hole; the
hand must open wide enough to encompass the target
object, but not so wide that it cannot fit into the hole.
When faced with a target object surrounded by poten-
tial obstacles the opening of the hand might be ‘pared
down’ to avoid collision with those obstacles, provided
of course that there is a gap between the target object
and the obstacles. If the surrounding annuli were
treated as potential obstacles, the hand would be ex-
pected not to open as wide when the target disks were
surrounded by the annuli as it would when the disks
were presented on their own.
Of course, the circles in the annuli of the Ebbinghaus
display are not really obstacles. They are, after all, only
line drawings. Nevertheless, visuomotor systems depend
on rapid and reliable computations for which edges,
even two-dimensional edges, could form part of the
input for programming and controlling the movement.
The main function of the visuomotor control mediating
the grasp is to get the hand safely to the target and the
fingers on stable grasp points. In the real world, sharp
edges signal the presence of potential obstacles or
targets. Thus, the most efficient strategy would be to
take into account any visual contours around the target
that could potentially interfere with the execution of the
grasp.
Although this ‘ecological’ account of the effects of
obstacles on grip scaling is speculative, it does help
explain why, in Haffenden and Goodale’s (1998) con-
trol experiment, the effects of the surrounding annulus
on perceived size and grip scaling were in the opposite
direction. Such an account, however, need not always
predict opposite effects on perception and action. In
fact, there may be circumstances under which the effect
of pictorial illusion on perception might coincide with
the effect of the non-target stimuli on visuomotor pro-
gramming. Take the case of the small effect of the
Ebbinghaus display on grasp in the Aglioti et al. (1995)
study that we described earlier. In that study subjects
opened their hand slightly wider for the target disk
surrounded by an annulus of small circles than they did
for the same disk surrounded by the annulus of large
circles. Although this was interpreted as a small effect
of perception on grasp, it can also be explained by the
ecological account described above. When the target
disk was surrounded by the annulus made up of large
circles, the situation was similar to that of the control
annuli, that is, the target was flanked on all sides by
circles, with a finger-width gap between the target and
the surrounding circles. Thus one might expect that the
opening of the hand would be scaled down to fit inside
the annulus and grasp the target. This effect is in the
same direction as the perceptual effect of the large-cir-
cle annulus; when the target disk was presented in the
annulus comprised of large circles it appeared to be
smaller than it actually was. In contrast to this, when
the target was surrounded by the small circle annulus,
there was essentially no gap between the target and
surrounding stimuli, thus in this case making it impossi-
ble to fit the hand between the annuli and target disk.
In fact, here it is possible that subjects might actually
open their hand slightly wider as if to grasp the entire
display.
So far all of this is essentially a post hoc argument.
To test the merits of this account, we carried out an
experiment in which we systematically varied the loca-
tion of potential ‘obstacles’ with respect to the target by
Fig. 3. The differing effects of the control displays on grip scaling and
perceptual judgments of size. The bars represent the mean difference
scores (the response to the targets presented on the equal annuli
display minus the response to targets presented without surrounding
annuli) for grasps and manual estimates. Within-tasks comparisons
between the equal-annuli and no annuli conditions resulted in signifi-
cant differences for both the grasping (t(17)2.74, PB0.05) and the
estimation task (t(16)2.87, PB0.05). A between-tasks analysis
revealed that the overall effects of the display backgrounds differed
significantly between the grasping task and the estimation task,
t(16)3.98, PB0.01. Error bars represent the standard errors of the
differences.
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Fig. 4. The displays used in the flanking element study. On each trial,
one of two plastic target disks (one 30 mm in diameter and the other
32 mm in diameter; mean target disk size31 mm) was centred
between two-dimensional flanking rectangles that were placed at four
different distances from the target in two different orientations; (a)
vertically oriented flanking elements placed beside the left and right
edges of the target, or (b) horizontally oriented flanking elements
placed next to the near and far edges of the target. Subjects were
instructed to grasp the disks at the near and far edges, and to
estimate disk size along the near-far axis. (c) A schematic illustrating
how the flanking rectangle displays were designed to emulate the
target-annulus distances of the Ebbinghaus display used in previous
studies. The display in which the flanking rectangles were 3 mm away
from the mean of the two sizes of target disks matched the distance
in the small circle annulus. The display in which the flanking rectan-
gles were 11 mm away from the mean of the two sizes of target disks
matched the distance in the large circle annulus.
The effect of the horizontal flankers on grasp should
vary with the distance between the flankers and the
target, just as it may have done with the Ebbinghaus
display. In other words, if there was a finger-sized gap
between the flankers and grasp points on the target,
subjects might then be expected to show the reduction
in grip aperture. With smaller gaps, such an effect
might not occur and indeed subjects might open their
hand even wider as if to encompass the whole display.
To test this idea, we used two gap distances designed to
emulate the distance between the target disk and the
surrounding annuli in the Ebbinghaus displays used by
Aglioti et al. (1995) and Haffenden and Goodale
(1998). As Fig. 4c shows, the smaller gap was the same
as the one used in the small circle annulus; the larger
gap, which was approximately the width of a fingertip,
was about the same distance as the one used in the
large-circle annulus. Thus, we could directly test
whether the flanking objects alone could produce an
effect on grasp analogous to that seen with the Ebbing-
haus display.
Of course, the presence of flankers was also expected
to have an effect on perception but, as mentioned
above, this effect should not vary as a function of
flanker orientation. For perception, only the size of the
gap between the flankers and the target was expected to
have an effect, since there was an opportunity for the
classic ‘assimilation’ or ‘attraction’ illusion to operate
whereby the edges of the target are perceptually drawn
towards the edge of the nearby flanking elements (for
review see Rock, 1995). In this case, the closer the
elements, the stronger the attraction, and thus the
larger the perceived size of the target. To ensure that we
could explore the full range of the perceptual effect, we
included two additional gap distances that were even
larger than the fingertip-sized gap (see Fig. 4).
In summary, we predicted that the presence of flank-
ing elements would have differential effects on percep-
tion and grasp. For perception, there should be a
straightforward relationship between the proximity of
the flankers and the perceived size of the target, and
this effect should be independent of flanker orientation.
For grip scaling, the predicted effect will arise from an




All 12 subjects were right-handed and had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity with stereo acuity
within the normal range. Stereo vision was assessed
using the Randot Stereotest (Stereo Optical, Chicago)
and handedness was assessed using a modified version
manipulating the orientation of flanking elements (Fig.
4). We reasoned that varying the orientation of flanking
elements around a target object would have no effect
on perceptual judgements of target size, but would have
an effect on grasp depending on whether or not the
elements were adjacent to the contact points for the
grasp. Thus, two flanking objects that were oriented
horizontally, one close to the far edge and one close to
the near edge of the target, could potentially interfere
with a grasping movement directed at the near and far
edges (see Fig. 4b). In other words, just as was the case
with the Ebbinghaus control display used in the Haf-
fenden and Goodale (1998) study, subjects might ‘pare
down’ the opening of their hand to avoid ‘collision’
with the horizontal flankers. The same flanking objects
oriented vertically and placed to the left and right of
the same target should not interfere with the grasp, at
least not in the same way, since they would not be close
to the contact points for the grasp. In contrast, there is
no a priori reason to expect that perceptual judgements
of size would be affected by this manipulation of
orientation — particularly since the same background
display was used to present the two orientations of the
flanking elements. The display was simply turned 90°
on half the trials.
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of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield,
1971). All subjects gave informed consent prior to the
experiment and were paid for their participation.
2.2. Apparatus and procedure
Hand position was recorded using an Optotrak
(Manufactured by Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo,
Ontario), which creates a 3-D representation of the
hand by recording infra-red light signals. Subjects had
an infra-red light-emitting diode (IRED) placed on
their index finger, thumb, and wrist. The IREDs were
held in place with small pieces of cloth adhesive tape
which allow freedom of movement of the hand and
fingers.
Subjects were presented with two different poker
chip-like plastic disks, one 30 mm in diameter and the
other 32 mm in diameter. A black line, 1 mm wide
was affixed to the top of the disks to clearly mark
their circumference. Disks were presented in the
centre of four different display backgrounds (Fig. 4).
Each display background measured 200200 mm
and was made up of two rectangles measuring
6322 mm. The rectangles were marked out in
black lines, 2 mm thick. The distance between the
rectangles varied across the four backgrounds, and the
presented disk was always centred between the
long edges of the two flanking rectangles. The distance
between the mean of the two sizes of target disks
and the edges of the flanking rectangles measured
3, 11, 21 and 31 mm, for the four different
display backgrounds. Backgrounds were presented in
two different orientations, such that the long edge of
the rectangle was either horizontal or vertical.
The backgrounds were placed on a raised platform
fixed 25 mm above the surface of the testing table. The
platform was positioned 130 mm in front of the start
button.
During the testing period the room lights were off. A
circular overhead fluorescent light positioned 1 m
above the stimulus provided illumination to the
stimulus and surrounding table surface. Viewing period
was controlled using PLATO goggles (Translucent
Technologies, Toronto, Ontario). The lenses of
these goggles are liquid crystal shutters that remain
opaque until they receive a signal via a microswitch
controlled by the experimenter. The change in state
from opaque to clear or vice versa takes approximately
2 ms.
Subjects were seated on a chair raised to the height of
the testing table so that they had a ‘bird’s eye view’ of
the display. Each subject was required to perform two
tasks, the ‘estimation’ task and the ‘grasping’ task, the
order of which was counterbalanced across subjects.
Subjects were given a 500 ms view of the display on
each trial, and the assigned task (grasping or estima-
tion) had to be completed within 1500 ms following the
viewing period. Thus, subjects performed the estimation
task and the grasping task without a view of their hand
or the stimuli. Subjects were instructed to initiate the
grasp or estimation as soon as the viewing period
ended. Because the viewing period was always 500 ms,
subjects were able to synchronize the initiation of their
response with the end of the viewing period. This
procedure ensured: (1) that the grasping response was
programmed before the viewing period ended; and (2)
that the viewing period was identical prior to the
grasping and the estimation tasks. Recording of IRED
positions began at the start of the viewing period so
that movements initiated before the end of the viewing
period (100 ms post viewing period cutoff) or too long
after the viewing period ended (600 ms post viewing
period cutoff) could be discarded (In fact, less than 1%
of the trials were eliminated using these criteria). Dur-
ing the estimation task the emphasis was placed on
accuracy, and during the grasping task the emphasis
was placed on performing a naturally speeded move-
ment. For the estimation task, subjects manually esti-
mated the size of the disks by opening their thumb and
index finger until the gap between them matched the
width of the disk seen across its near–far axis. While
making the estimation subjects were required to rest the
heel of their hand on the start button, and move only
their index finger and thumb. During the grasping task,
subjects began with their thumb and index finger
pinched together, resting on the start button, and sim-
ply reached out and picked up the presented disk along
the near–far axis. Following the estimation, subjects
were required to reach out and pick up the disk to
ensure that they received the same amount of haptic
feedback about the real size of the disks as they did
when performing the grasping task. The grasping move-
ments following estimations were performed without a
view of the hand or the target. These movements were
not recorded although subjects were not made aware of
this fact. In between trials subjects were instructed to
wait with their hand resting on the start button until
the start of the next trial, as signaled by the
experimenter.
Subjects completed one set of trials for each of the
two tasks. A trial set consisted of 64 individual trials;
four trials for each of the 16 conditions (4 boards2
orientations2 disks) were presented in random order.
The mean of the four trials given for each condition
was taken as the subjects’ score and entered into the
analysis. Subjects were allowed a sufficient number of
practice trials prior to beginning each trial set to ensure
that they felt comfortable performing the task. Rest
periods were given halfway through each trial set and
between the two sets of trials.
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Fig. 5. The effect of flanking element distance across the four display
backgrounds for (a) manual estimations and (b) grip scaling. The
values are averaged across target size and flanker orientation. Error
bars represent the standard errors of the means.
3. Results
To assess the sensitivity and accuracy of manual
estimates and maximum grip aperture, we compared
responses to the 30 and 32 mm diameter disks. The
manual estimates of the size of the smaller disk were on
average 3.4 mm smaller than the estimates of the size of
the larger disk, F(1,11)45.78, PB0.01. The maxi-
mum grip aperture that subjects achieved in flight when
picking up the smaller disk was on average 2.0 mm
smaller than maximum grip aperture that they achieved
when picking up the larger disk F(1,11)8.37, PB
0.05. Thus, both measures reflected quite closely the
real difference in size between the disks.
To assess the simple effect of flanking elements on
perceived size and grasp, analyses were carried out on
data averaged across disk size and flanker position. As
shown in Fig. 5a, the distance between the target and
the flanking object affected estimations of target size in
a straightforward fashion: the closer the flankers to the
target disk, the larger the target appeared to be. As the
distance between the target disk and the flankers in-
creased from 3 to 31 mm, the estimated size decreased
by 2.2 mm, F(3,33)9.10, PB0.01. This apparent
attraction effect between flanker edge and target was
largely consistent across changes in target size and
flanker orientation. In other words, there were no sig-
nificant interactions between distance and either target
size (F(3,33)2.32, P\0.05) or flanker orientation
(F(3,33)1.19, P\0.05). In contrast, this same attrac-
tion effect was not seen in grip scaling. Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 5b, for the averaged data, as the distance
between the flankers and the target increased, grip
scaling across the four displays decreased by less than a
millimeter, F(3,33)1.10, P\0.05 and there were no
significant interactions between distance and either
target size (F(3,33)B1.0) or flanker orientation
(F(3,33)1.39, P\0.05). In summary, varying
flanker-target distance had a large effect on perception,
but no overall effect on pre-contact grip scaling.
Closer examination of performance at the two gap
distances that emulated the gap distances present in the
Ebbinghaus display (3 and 11 mm) revealed another
difference between perceptual estimation and grip scal-
ing that was dependent on flanker orientation. As can
be seen in Fig. 5, the overall difference in manual
estimations of size for the targets in the two displays
was 1.5 mm (t(11)3.29, PB0.01) whereas the overall
difference in grip aperture was only 0.1 mm (t(11)
0.18, P\0.05). Fig. 6 illustrates the responses sepa-
rately for the two different orientations of the flanking
elements. The effect of flanker distance on manual
estimations was present for both the vertically oriented
(t(11)2.69, PB0.05) and the horizontally oriented
flankers (t(11)2.50, PB0.05). Thus the interaction
between gap size and orientation for these two displays
Fig. 6. The effects of the flanking elements at the two distances
designed to emulate the Ebbinghaus display. Estimations of size
decreased as the distance between the target and the flankers in-
creased from 3 to 11 mm regardless of flanker orientation. As
predicted, at the 11 mm distance grip scaling was decreased for the
horizontally oriented flanker display as compared to the vertically
oriented flanker display. The decrease in grip scaling of 0.79 mm was
not significant, t(11)1.34, P\0.05. The same comparison for
manual estimations yielded a 0.30 mm difference, t(11)0.53, P\
0.05.
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was not significant for manual estimations, F(1,11)
1.01, P0.34. In the case of grip scaling, however, the
two functions had opposite slopes and the interaction
between gap distance and orientation approached sig-
nificance, F(1,11)3.71, P0.08. As predicted, when
the flankers were oriented horizontally beside the con-
tact points of the object, subjects tended to ‘pare’ down
their grasp when there was a fingertip-width gap be-
tween the target and the flanking elements. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that while the effects on grasp are
very small (as they are in all the studies we and others
have carried out), they appear to be unrelated to the
larger perceptual effects.
4. Discussion
As predicted, the flanking elements had different
effects on perceptual judgements and grip scaling. Per-
ceived size varied with the distance between the
flankers, such that the closer the flankers were to the
target disk, the larger the disk appeared to be. This
straightforward relationship between flanker distance
and response amplitude was not seen in grip scaling.
The difference between perceptual judgements and grip
scaling was most evident for the two display back-
grounds that had been designed to emulate the gap
distances present in the Ebbinghaus display used in our
earlier research (3 and 11 mm). The estimate that
subjects gave of disk size was on average considerably
smaller when the disk was on the display with a 11 mm
gap than when it was on the display with a 3 mm gap
between the disk and the flanking elements. In contrast,
the maximum grip aperture that subjects achieved when
they reached out to pick up the disk was on average no
different for these two displays. In other words, the
large effect that the flankers had on perception was not
reflected in grip scaling. But closer examination of the
subject’s behaviour revealed a more subtle difference
between perceptual judgements and grip scaling. Al-
though the relatively large effect of flanker distance on
perceived size was independent of the orientation of the
flankers, the apparently absent effect of flanker distance
on grip scaling was in fact the summed result of two
effects whose slopes went in opposite directions as a
function of flanker orientation. As we had predicted,
there was a small reduction in grip aperture when
flankers were placed adjacent to contact points but with
a finger-sized gap between the target and the flanking
elements. Thus for the 11 mm flanker distance, grip
scaling was reduced for the horizontally oriented
flankers relative to the vertically oriented flankers
which were not adjacent to the contact points for grasp.
If the effect of the flankers on grip scaling simply
resulted from the change in perceived size then grip
scaling should have been reduced for both flanker
orientations at the 11 mm distance, as compared to the
3 mm distance, rather than selectively for the horizon-
tally orientated flankers but not for the vertically ori-
ented flankers.
The finding that the large perceptual effect was not
seen in grip scaling is consistent with previous experi-
ments that have used pictorial illusions to explore disso-
ciations between perception and action. Investigations
employing variants of the Ponzo illusion, for example,
have found that grip scaling is quite resistant to the
effects of illusory displays on perceived size (Brenner &
Smeets, 1996; Jackson & Shaw, 2000). And, as de-
scribed earlier, Haffenden and Goodale (1998) found
that the Ebbinghaus illusion significantly altered per-
ceived size, but did not exert a significant effect on grip
scaling. Using the same illusion, Aglioti et al. (1995)
found that the effect of the illusory display on perceived
size was significantly greater than its effect on grip
scaling. Similarly, Daprati and Gentilucci (1997) found
that the Mu¨ller–Lyer illusion influenced pre-contact
grip scaling, but that the effect was much smaller than
that seen during a manual estimation task. Recently,
Servos, Carnahan and Fedwick (in press) have found
that grip scaling is resistant to the horizontal-vertical
illusion. Overall, it seems that pictorial illusions reliably
produce effects on perceived size that are much larger
than any effects seen in grip scaling. Certainly, the
small effect of flanker orientation on grip scaling neces-
sitates cautious conclusions about the independent infl-
uence of the two-dimensional flanking rectangles on
grasp. However, taken together with the results of the
re-analysis that we carried out on the Haffenden and
Goodale data, the findings do suggest that the small
effects of pictorial illusions on grasp that are occasion-
ally seen in these kinds of experiments arise from
‘non-perceptual’ sources.
The re-analysis of the Haffenden and Goodale (1998)
control study showed that surrounding elements can
have opposite and independent effects on perceptual
estimates and grip aperture. Thus, manual size esti-
mates that subjects made of target disks surrounded by
the control annuli were larger than their estimates of
the same disks presented on their own. When they
reached out to pick up the disks, however, their grip
aperture was smaller for the disks surrounded by the
annuli than for the same disks presented on their own.
The fact that the two effects went in opposite directions
in this experiment means that the effect of surrounding
annuli on grip aperture cannot be explained as a per-
ceptual influence on grip scaling. Although the explana-
tion for the effect of pictorial elements on grip aperture
is not well understood, one possibility is that the visuo-
motor system, when planning a grasp, takes into ac-
count potential obstacles around the target and as a
consequence slightly reduces the opening of the hand to
avoid a collision with those obstacles while still scaling
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for the goal object. As we emphasized in the Introduc-
tion, such an automatic adjustment in motor program-
ming would be most likely to occur when there is a
finger-sized gap between the target object and the ob-
stacles, exactly the situation that was emulated in the
Haffenden and Goodale study. This interpretation of
the effect of pictorial displays on grip aperture is sup-
ported by the results of the present study in which the
effect of the flanking elements on grasp varied as a
function of their position with respect to the points on
the target disk where the fingers of the grasping hand
eventually made contact. Thus, in the case of flanking
elements that were a fingertip distance away from the
target, the maximum opening of the grasp was smaller
when the flanking elements were positioned horizon-
tally, adjacent to the contact points, as compared to
when they were positioned vertically beside the left and
right sides of the target.
The distances at which these flanking elements pro-
duced differential effects on grasp and perception (11
mm) corresponded to the distance between the target
and the large circle annuli in the Ebbinghaus displays
used by Aglioti et al. (1995) and Haffenden and
Goodale (1998). Thus, with the large circle annulus,
which had a finger-sized gap between the target and
edges of the surrounding circles, one might expect grip
aperture to close down slightly as compared to the
condition where there was only a few millimetres be-
tween the target and the edges of the surrounding
circles making up the small circle annulus. Such effects
could be misinterpreted as subtle perceptual effects on
grasp. Only when the Ebbinghaus display is designed so
that the effects on grasp and perception go in opposite
directions, can the independence of the effects be
demonstrated.
The differential effect on grasp that we found at the
11 mm flanker distance did not achieve significance.
However, the magnitude and direction of this difference
is comparable to that reported in a number of studies,
some of which reported statistically significant motor
effects (Aglioti et al., 1995; Daprati & Gentilucci, 1997;
Pavani, Boscagli, Benvenuti, Rabuffetti & Farne`, 1999;
Franz, Gegenfurtner, Bu¨lthoff & Fahle, 2000) and some
of which did not (Brenner & Smeets, 1996; Haffenden
& Goodale, 1998; Jackson & Shaw, 2000; Servos et al.,
2000). We recently replicated the results of the flanker
study in two different groups of subjects. Again we
found a large and significant effect on perception that
was not evident in grip scaling. And again, at the
critical 11 mm flanker distance, a small, non-significant,
effect was seen on grasp — consistent with the idea
that subjects were paring down their fingers to avoid
the flankers placed adjacent to contact points (Haf-
fenden, Zavitz & Goodale, in press). The effects of
pictorial stimuli on grasp are clearly less reliable than
the effects of the same stimuli on perceptual judge-
ments; in fact, in all of the above studies the effects on
perception were significant. Even though the effects of
pictorial stimuli on grasp and other motor tasks are
small and less reliable than perceptual effects, establish-
ing the source of these effects has important implica-
tions for arguments about the independence of the
mechanisms mediating visual perception and the visual
control of action in humans. Moreover, if indeed picto-
rial displays do have independent effects on the kine-
matics of grasping, they could be used to explore the
nature of the information that is used by the visuomo-
tor mechanisms that mediate human prehension.
As we explained earlier, the effects of flanking ele-
ments on grip scaling might sometimes coincide with
predicted perceptual effects. It is possible that previous
experiments reporting significant effects of illusory dis-
plays on grip scaling did not adequately account for
this possibility, and confused the treatment of flanking
elements as obstacles with the effects of the illusion on
perceived size. This may have been the case in a recent
study employing the Ebbinghaus Illusion (Franz et al.,
2000) where the dimensions of the large and small
annuli were modeled after those used by Aglioti et al.
(1995) and Haffenden and Goodale (1998). Franz et al.
presented subjects with half of the Ebbinghaus illusion
on each trial, that is, a single target surrounded by
either the large or the small circle annulus. In doing so
they attempted to equate the attentional demands of
the perceptual task with the attentional demands of the
grasping task. As they clearly show, the magnitude of
the perceptual effect is greatly reduced by this single
annulus presentation method, as compared to the per-
ceptual effect produced by presenting two targets simul-
taneously, one surrounded by large circles and the
other by small circles. This reduced perceptual effect
resulting from the single annulus presentations was
similar in magnitude to that seen in the grasp, leading
the authors to conclude that the same internal represen-
tation of target size was used for both perceptual
judgements and the programming of the grasp. This is
a strong conclusion, particularly since the authors did
not control for the differences in distance between the
targets and edge of the circles making up the two
different sized annuli. Nor did they include a grasping
condition in which the target disk was presented on its
own. Their conclusion rests entirely on the fact that the
effect on perceptual judgements and the effect on grasp
are in the same direction and of similar magnitude. But
as we have argued throughout this paper, pictorial
elements can have independent effects on perception
and action. The direction of these independent effects
may coincide by virtue of the layout of the display that
is used to test them. Only by careful design can the two
effects be pulled apart.
Similar to the Franz et al. (2000) experiment de-
scribed above, Pavani et al. (1999) presented subjects
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with a single annulus from the Ebbinghaus display in
an attempt to equate the attentional demands of the
grasping and estimation tasks and found that the per-
ceptual effect was smaller than that produced with the
traditional display. Their Ebbinghaus stimuli consisted
of a large circle annulus in which 57 mm circles were
distributed along a circumference with a 143 mm di-
ameter, and a small circle annulus in which 8 mm
circles were distributed along a circumference with a 43
mm diameter. Comparisons were made between the
Ebbinghaus annuli and a ‘neutral’ annulus which was
designed so that it would not change in perceived size;
the target disk was always surrounded by circles that
had the same size as the target and were distributed
around the target such that the distance between the
surrounding circles and the target was equal to the
target disk diameter (either 30, 31 or 32 mm). Although
they found a significant effect on grasp for the compari-
son between the large circle annulus and the neutral
annulus, the distance between the edges of the target
and the inducers differed between the compared annuli.
Pavani et al. proposed that the effect on grasp may
have resulted from an interaction between the system
that processes visual information for perception and the
system that processes visual information for action.
However, because the distance between contact points
on the target object and the surrounding elements
varied across compared displays, one cannot rule out
the possibility that the effect seen in grasp resulted, at
least in part, from these differences in the size of the
gap between the target disks and the inner edge of the
annuli, and was independent of any perceptual effects.
Of course, as we have not directly evaluated the target-
element gaps present in the Pavani et al. experiment, we
cannot draw any definite conclusions about the origin
of the effect on grasp.
Coincidental perceptual and visuomotor effects may
also help to account for the effects of other illusory
displays on grip scaling. For example, Daprati and
Gentilucci (1997) found a significant effect of the
Mu¨ller–Lyer illusion on grip scaling and questioned the
possibility of the open-wing elements acting as obstacles
but decided that ‘‘since only the shaft was a three-di-
mensional object, whereas the wings of each configura-
tion were two-dimensional figures, we can exclude this
possibility’’ (p. 1581). Based on the results of the re-
analysis of the Haffenden and Goodale (1998) data and
the flanker experiment, we might expect that pre-con-
tact grip scaling could be influenced by the presence of
the open-wing elements. Indeed, the predicted ‘obstacle’
effect of the wings on grasp could coincide with the
established perceptual effect of the wings. Only with a
different arrangement of the display will it be possible
to disentangle the small effects of the elements on grasp
from any putative perceptual effect on grasp.
The effects of pictorial cues on perception have been
studied for centuries, and it has been generally assumed
that the observed effects would influence visually
guided actions in much the same way. When Aglioti et
al. (1995) demonstrated a dissociation in the magnitude
of the effects on perception and grasping it became
apparent that pictorial displays could provide a useful
tool to study differences in the information underlying
perception and grasping. Although at that time it was
assumed that the much more modest effects of the
pictorial elements on visually guided grasping were
mediated by perceptual representations of size, it now
appears that they may have been due to an independent
effect on grasp. The demonstration that two-dimen-
sional displays can influence grasping in ways that are
quite separate from the influence of these displays on
perception opens up the possibility of designing dis-
plays that reveal even more about how the different
movements that constitute a grasp are programmed and
controlled. Indeed, experimenters employing the
Ebbinghaus Illusion and other illusions are encouraged
to attend as closely to the physical layout of their
stimuli as they do to attempts to equate the attentional
demands of their perceptual and visuomotor tasks.
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